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Ryou

This was the first settlement on Daichi, and the team named it Ryou which means hostel, dormitory.
Ryou was built on the shores of the Himiko Sea. The start of the colony consisted of a large collection of
Collapsible Rapid Deployment Modules. Initial construction supplies and provision were supplied by the
YSS Tsuuken and YSS Sapurai. Since the colony site was fairly temperate they chose to build houses
reminiscent of the Shoin-style. Colonization is scheduled to take place in three phases.

Development

The center of the settlement was three community structures, built in a Shinden-zukuri style.
Surrounded by Shoin-style houses, with modern amenities blended in. For the initial buildings lumber was
harvested on the surface and transported by Tansaku to the Sapurai. On the Kisaki-class Starbase the
lumber was processed into prefabricated pieces. Then shipped back to the surface for construction. Upon
completion of Phase I the Kisaki-class Starbase moved to their designated locations. The colony found
several species of fruit safe for consumption.

For Phase II of the colony construction a planet side lumber mill was constructed. This phase was not only
an expansion of the population but a start of production. Large farms semi-automated will be developed
to grow rice, beets, and potatoes. A fish farm is to be established to produce genetically engineered fish,
along with careful fishing operations of native species. A small cattle farm is to be established as well.
Phase II has a target population of 10,000, and is planned to take three months. During this phase a
series of H Bunker will be constructed for the safety of the population.

Phase III of the Colony saw an influx of colonists from Yamatai (Planet), the inclusion of several other
facilities.
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Production

The colony currently products the following items:

Produce
Rice, potatoes, beets, Sake, fish, fruit

Materials
Wood, refined ores.

Population

Population: 5,295,000 Up from 1,525,000 due to induction of Refugees.

Demographics

Species Number
NH-22C Yamataian 1,500,000
Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 1,750,000
NH-29 25,000
Elysian 20,000
Jiyuuian 2,000,000

Facilities

An SSS Campus was established based on the design of the original.

A Community Backup Center is present at the center of the government complex.

Transportation

Staging Area

After completing the initial development a Tansaku Staging area similar to the on on Yamatai (Planet)
was created.

Rail System

Twin tunnels were dug using M.O.L.E.S. - Mineral Ore Location and Extraction Systemrunning from Ryou
to Fort Shotou. Excavation took 60 days. Two Type 32 Rail Train has been put in place providing transport
between Ryou and Fort Shotou.
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Completed of expansion of the rail system has begun with tunnels being made to Bakufu and Joukai.

Bus Service

In YE 34 EM-K6 "Kouteki" Grav-Bus service was added to the city, and limited service to the other cities.

Monorail

At the end of YE 34 work began to install a EM-K7 - Monorail system, with EM-K7 - Monorail Stations
throughout the city. It connects to the long distance rail system already in place.

PAINT

Ryou is part of the PAINT mass transportation system and has a terminal operated by the Star Army of
Yamatai. It has a flight to Amatsu-Yamatai, Yamatai (Planet) every two hours.

Businesses

VCE Cafe
Warm and Sweet
Ramen To Go
SYNC
Kagayaki Cosmetics Day Spa
Trinary Star Shipping
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